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Changes from -11 to -12

• Editorial changes
  – Essentially fixing typos
  – Correcting some inconsistencies
  – Adding clarifications

• Technical changes
  – SSRC collision behavior
  – Added out-of-band SSRC announcement
Out-of-Band SSRC Announcement

• Media Sender SSRC indication in SDP
  – Avoid SSRC clashes with the sender
  – Allow early feedback prior to media reception

• “ssrc” attribute
  – Specify value, CNAME, RTP entity role, params

• Example
  a=ssrc:12345678 iptv-1234@example.com media-sender [params]

• Question: is this of broader interest?
  – If so, are we missing something?
Moving Forward

• Draft is technically complete
• Some comments from Magnus remaining to address
• Currently reshuffling parts of the text
  – Improving clarity
  – Reducing redundancy
• No further technical changes planned